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Benefits

Trek10 enables organizations to collaborate securely and efficiently on serverless application deployments. Through the enterprise 
serverless CI/CD Quick Start, businesses can adopt serverless architecture faster without needing to figure out the best practices 
themselves. By enabling your developers to create a serverless pipeline quickly, you can automate continuous integration and delivery, 
and focus on going to market faster, lowering your total cost of ownership and focusing on delivering greater value to your business. 
Trek10 removes some of the obstacles organizations face with adopting serverless by automating AWS Lambda-ready builds and 
deployments, helping organizations eliminate the need for manual code packaging. 

The Trek10 solution

Accelerate serverless adoption 
Reduce deployment times and increase 
traceability by implementing a CI/CD 
pipeline in a few clicks

Remain secure 
Prevent code that has not been fully 
tested from going into production with 
role-based security

Focus on going to market  
Enable your developers to build 
applications faster by automating AWS 
Lambda-ready builds and deployments 

Improve collaboration 
Deploy and test services simultaneously 
with automatic code testing via  
dynamic pipelines 

Trek10 is an AWS Partner Network (APN) Advanced Consulting Partner and AWS DevOps Competency holder.

Trek10 serverless CI/CD pipeline foundation on AWS
Accelerate serverless adoption and increase your business agility

The enterprise serverless CI/CD pipeline foundation from Trek10 enables enterprises to unlock greater business value and agility by 
implementing serverless in their environments. With this AWS Quick Start you can:  

Serverless enables enterprises to build and run applications without needing to worry about provisioning and maintaining underlying 
servers. With serverless, the operational responsibility is shifted to AWS, meaning you can focus on innovating. While companies are 
beginning to understand the benefits of serverless architecture, many are struggling to implement it in their own organization. Since 
serverless is still in the early stages of being adopted widely, organizations may need help implementing best practices. This can make 
it difficult for enterprises to have the right tooling and pipeline for their environment. Furthermore, companies often do not have the 
right resources to transition from a traditional development process to serverless. 

Industry trends & challenges

https://partnercentral.awspartner.com/PartnerConnect?id=001E000000hbAllIAE&source=Solution%20Space


About AWS: For 10 years, Amazon Web Services has been the world’s most comprehensive and broadly 
adopted cloud platform. AWS offers over 100 services for compute, storage, databases, analytics, mobile, 
Internet of Things (IoT) and enterprise applications from 49 Availability Zones (AZs) across 18 geographic 
regions in the United States, Canada, Europe, Asia, Australia and South America. AWS services are trusted 
by more than a million active customers around the world – including the fastest growing startups, largest 
enterprises, and leading government agencies – to power their infrastructure, make them more agile,  
and lower costs. To learn more about AWS, visit http://aws.amazon.com.

© 2019, Amazon Web Services, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 
  
 
 

Solution overview

How it works
Accelerate serverless adoption by deploying the enterprise serverless CI/CD pipeline foundation via an AWS Quick Start. With a few 
clicks, you can deploy a secure, automated CI/CD pipeline that is based on DevSecOps best practices. While the Quick Start includes 
a sample serverless application that uses the AWS Serverless Application Model, the pipeline can be augmented with additional 
deployment, testing, or approval steps based on your requirements. Trek10 also offers additional documentation, architectural guidance, 
engineering, and 24/7 operational support. 

Discover scalable and secure solutions that will empower you to achieve your business needs with Amazon Web Services (AWS) and AWS 
Partner Network (APN) Partners that have attained AWS Competency designations. Customer-ready solutions are based on architectures 
validated by AWS, include a combination of AWS services and APN Partner technologies, can be deployed quickly with solution accelerators 
like AWS Quick Starts, and feature optional consulting offerings provided by APN Partners, to accelerate your cloud transformation.
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Getting started
To implement the enterprise serverless CI/CD pipeline foundation in your organization reach out to Trek10 via the APN Partner 
Contact form. 

Contact AWS and Trek10
Trek10 offering on Solution Space

Born in the cloud and focused on AWS, Trek10 specializes in leveraging their expertise and AWS managed 
services to design, build, and support cutting-edge solutions for their clients. With multiple deployments 
under their belt, Trek10 helps companies migrate to cloud-native architectures and build serverless 
applications. With serverless on AWS, companies can build modern applications with increased agility and 
lower total cost of ownership. Trek10 helps enterprises quickly take advantage of serverless on AWS with 
their serverless CI/CD pipeline foundation Quick Start. 

Key features

Trek10 on AWS

 ■ Push serverless application code and configuration securely to a source control repository

 ■ Automatically build and test the application in an AWS development or staging environment

 ■ Perform automated and/or manual validation and approval of the code changes

 ■ Securely manage deployment parameters

 ■ Deploy the application in a production environment

Click here to get started with this Solution Space offering

https://aws.amazon.com/
https://partnercentral.awspartner.com/PartnerConnect?id=001E000000hbAllIAE&source=Solution%20Space
https://aws.amazon.com/solutionspace/solutions/trek10-serverless-cicd-pipeline-foundation-on-aws/
https://partnercentral.awspartner.com/PartnerConnect?id=001E000000hbAllIAE&source=Solution%20Space

